
Arabic Grammer Lesson 1

Subject:  Arabic Language

Arabic comes from the word Ara’ba عرب

 Ar’aba is a word which has its own meaning; it means to ‘make something عرب
crystal clear so as to leave no doubt to what was implied’. Especially an 
emotion or a feeling. Also refers to particular people known as the Arabs.
So when Allah  says:

Quran’nan Ar’abiyan – A recital that makes it crystal clear, that leaves no doubt 
as to what was implied.

Quran – recital
Arabiya – to make something crystal clear.

Definition of Language - those sounds that are shared by all people. 

Sounds that come out of the mouth.

 to spit something out – the sea threw out the fish, something being = َلفْظ  

thrown out, words are thrown out of the mouth.   َلفْظ is all words/sounds 
produced by the tongue, it can either be meaningless or meaningful.

Everybody has sounds that come of their tongue, (except animals who’s 
sounds come from their throat). 

Humans share the same sounds, but meanings can be different. An example 
would be the word ‘wow’, in English it means surprised/amazement but in the 
language of alaf, a (Senegalese language) it means ‘yes’. Pronounced the same 
exact way, but meaning differs because the people share same sound, different 
meaning.

How we got the Arabic Language

Naqlan  نقلن = passed down from father to son.

Quran Authentic Hadeeth of 
the Prophet

Poetry before Islam Educated writers 
amongst the Arabs

These are the proofs that have preserved the Arabic Language.
If someone asks why you say a certain word this way, answer, because it was 
imitated this way passed down this way. 

Arabs before Islam, best thing they had was their poetry, they would take their 
poetry and compete with the other Arabs, and best one would be hung up on 
the Kabbah, Mu’alaqat. 7 of the poems stayed up until Islam came, these are 
called the seven hanging poems.



The Arabic Language has 13 Sciences.

 Nahw and نحو

.Sarf are the two important one’s amongst the 13 صرف

– Nahw – Grammar
– Sarf – Etymology (ology- study of) the study of the history of word

– Morphology – the study of the forms of words.
Nahw – Grammar 

 Nahw is the science through which we can understand and learn the نحو 
changes that a word goes through based on the placement in a sentence, 
and the changes at the end of the word. Each time you place a sentence 
differently, the word will mean something different. This is grammar based on 

changes in word.  eg* word ends of ٌٍٍ ً   give different meanings to a 
sentence.

Sarf – Morphology

 Sarf means to give change, to break something down. Literally means صرف 
to  change,  it is a science through which we understand the shape and 
change of a word before entering it into a sentence. Eg*

To break down the word to understand its meaning

*Arabic has 2 things,  Shape & Root meanings.

Example:- 

Muslim – one who is Muslim  مسلم  

   س ل م         Islam (submit)    إْسلم  

 one who is sincere(muklis)  ُمخلص  

خ ل ص     sincere/purity (iklas)  إخلص   

The shape of these words are the same, but have different meanings yet they 
have the same root which has the root meaning.

 Muslim, mo’o in front of a word, whenever you have it, most of the time ُمسلم
it means one who posses the qualities of the rest of the word, another 
example the word Munafiq.


